Critical indices P, y 6, v, etc. are defined and calculated for self-organized critical phenomena. Scaling relations are derived and checked numerically. The order-parameter exponent P describes the spontaneous current and the relaxation to the critical point. The power spectrum has "1/f" behavior with exponent p -y/vz, where z is the dynamical critical exponent. (i,j) and allowing the system to relax following the dynamical rule above. The boundary condition is z =0.
taneous current and the relaxation to the critical point. The power spectrum has "1/f" behavior with exponent p -y/vz, where z is the dynamical critical exponent. x=(e, -e)~, g=(e, -e) ",
bj (x,t) = z(x, x';t, t')bh(x', t')dx'dt'. 
where e= (8 -8, )/8, is a dimensionless parameter describing the "distance" to the attractor, c' and c are some constants. The factor L ' on the right-hand side of (7) is due to the fact that e is a bulk average quantity while the relaxation takes place only at the boundary.
Note that only when P =1 does the system approach the attractor exponentially, like most dynamical systems. In general, there is a power-law relaxation:
O- We urge that the phenomena described here be studied experimentally. Most importantly, one would like to verify the power laws in order to establish that we are indeed dealing with a critical phenomenon.
The exponents may vary from system to system, but we expect the scaling relations to be more universal. 
